
Corner Desk
         hat a great use of a corner - part work space, part storage solution. 

This simple and affordable desk goes together quickly and is built to last.  And, you 
can fi nish it any number of ways to best suit your style.  
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1ST CUT
Have them rip 
the sheet at 
36-1/2”

Most stores that sell plywood offer you the ability to have large sheets of plywood 
roughly cut down to smaller, more manageable sizes. Here is a simple diagram to take 

with you that will help you instruct them to cut your sheet of plywood.

When you get home pay special attention to what sections yield what pieces. 

2ND CUT
Then cross 
cut the bigger 
piece at 61”

LARGE PLYWOOD CUTTING GUIDE
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¾” x 4’ x 8’
plywood

1” x 4” x 6’

1” x 20” x 96”
project panel

¼” x 2’ x 4’
plywood

1” x 2” x 8’

1” x 2” x 8’

1” x 4” x 6’

¾” x 8’  
cove molding

2” x 4” x 8’

2” x 2” x 8’

2” x 2” x 6’

CUT LIST

Make sure you read through the instructions carefully and take notice of any special  
construction notes prior to making any cuts. And always practice safe DIY’ing. Have fun!  

PLEASE NOTE - many pieces may require you to cut them to fit a certain size 
while you are building it. Its best not to cut pieces until you need them. 

NOTE
Check your scrap pile!
You use very little from 
the 8’ 2x4 and the 
second 8’ cove molding. 
Maybe you have some 
left over from a previous 
project?

NOTE
These gray panels are 
your doors. You never 
want to cut them to 
size until the cabinet 
is built and you know 
exactly the size of the 
opening.
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Material Qty
¾” X 4’ X 8’ plywood 1
¼” x 2’ x 4’ plywood 1
1” x 20” x 96” project board 1
1” x 4” x 6’ pine board 2
1” x 2” x 8’ pine board 2
¾” x 8’ cove molding  
(see note on previous page)

2

2” x 4” x 8’ pine board
(see note on previous page)

1

2” x 2” x 8’ pine board 1
2” x 2” x 6’ pine board 1

NOTES

MATERIALS LIST

Material Qty
1-¼” pocket screws
2-½” pocket screws
1-¼" wood or spax screws
1-¼” brad nails
1" brad nails
¾” staples
wood glue
cabinet hinges 4
cabinet pulls 2
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1.
To begin you will construct each of  the two base cabinets. You may fi nd it easier to start by assembling these on their sides. Drill for 

1-¼” pocket screws into the bottom of  each shelf  and attach to the sides with pocket screws and wood glue. Pay special attention that 
the shelves are fl ush at the front and inset ¼” at the back, this is to leave room for the ¼” back panel later. 

When attaching the second side panel you will either need a right angle drill or a right angle attachment to drive the pocket screws for 
the upper shelf. If  you don’t have these then simply attach the side with 1-¼” brad nails and wood glue. Make sure that you do it on 

the panel that will be on the inside of  the desk so you don't have to worry about fi lling nail holes. Repeat for second base cabinet.

2.
For the top braces drill for 1-1/4” pocket screws and attach with 1-¼" pocket screws and wood glue. The pocket screws can face out 

since you will be covering them up with the braces in the next step. Repeat for second base cabinet.

3.
Now attach the face frame pieces. All of  these parts will be cut to fi t. Hold up your wood and mark for the length of  the 

vertical stiles fi rst. Cut and attach with 1-¼" brad nails and wood glue; making sure the outside edges are fl ush. Now mark, cut and 
attach the horizontal rails to fi t with 1-¼" brad nails and wood glue; making sure the top of  the shelves and top edge of  the frame 

pieces are fl ush. Repeat for second base cabinet.

1

2

A

Inset ¼” from back 
edge to allow for 
back panel.

X 2

3

X 2 X 2
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4.
Cut the back panel to fi t so that the top and bottom are fl ush and fi ts snug left to right. Attach with ¾" staples and wood glue. It may 

be easier to locate where to shoot your staples if  you mark where the shelves cross the back. Repeat for second base cabinet.

5.
The base trim will be cut to fi t also. Start with the two side pieces and then the front. Mark for length, cut then 

attach with 1-¼" brad nails and wood glue. Repeat for second base cabinet.

6.
For the cove molding you will work in reverse order. First miter one end of  the cove molding. Now hold it in place at the front and 

mark where the outside edge of  the miter on the other end will be. Cut it a little longer than needed and continue to creep up on the 
proper length. Don't attach yet. Cut a joining miter on a piece of  molding to meet up with the right side edge of  the front molding 
and, holding in place, mark for the length at the back. Now reset your miter saw for a straight cut and cut your right side molding 

to length. Check for proper fi t. Now repeat for the left side. After all the pieces are fi t snug, attach with 1" brad nails and wood glue. 
Repeat for second base cabinet.

4

5

 5

6

X 2

X 2 X 2
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center of this 
pock screw
hole offset 
5/8” from
back edge

center of this 
pock screw
hole offset 
5/8” from
back edge

7.
You will be using project panels for the top. Choose the best looking sides for your top. Cut the project panels to size and drill for 1-¼" 

pocket screws on the bottom side and attach with pocket screws and wood glue. 
Because walls rarely ever join at a 90° corner we cut a small wedge out of  the corner of  our desk top. See small diagram above.

8.
Now for the support skeleton for the underside of  the top. Cut your 2x2 and 2x4 material to size and drill for 2-½" pocket screws.

Note that the center of  the single pocket hole on two of  the back 2x2s are off set 5/8" from the back edge. 
This is so that when attaching the top to the cabinets in step 12 the screw is aligned with the cabinet's back brace. 

Carefully layout your pieces as illustrated above and attach with pocket screws and wood glue. 

9.
When attaching the skeleton to the underside of  the top you want to pay special attention to the positioning. The skeleton will be 

inset ½" from the front edge and inset 1-¼" from the back edge. The longer inset for the back is to compensate for the thickness of  any 
trim along your walls so that the desk can sit fl ush with the wall. 

So that you don't risk splitting any of  the material drill pilot holes in your skeleton fi rst. The 2x4 material will lay over the joint of  the 
two project panels. You will want to have your pilot holes slightly to the outside of  center so that at each location one screw goes into 

each panel. Now clamp your skeleton in place and drill pilot holes through your skeleton and into your project panels. So that you 
don't drill through to the top side of  the panels a good trick is to use a piece of  tape and wrap it around your drill bit slightly shallower 
than the depth of  your screw. That way you know to stop drilling when your tape reaches the board. Now attach your skeleton to the 

table top with wood glue and 1-¼" wood or spax screws.

7

8 9

Detail of wedge 
cut out of corner
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10.
The main support for the corner of  the desk is a leg brace. To assemble, drill for 2-½" pocket screws at the ends of  the 2x4 
and attach to the 2x2 legs with pocket screws and wood glue. Now, VERY IMPORTANT, reset your KREG jig for 1-¼" 

pocket screws and drill two pocket holes on the top edge on one side and one hole on the top edge, centered, on the other side. 
Since the table top is 1" you need to use 1-¼" screws, not the 2-½".

11.
Attach the leg brace to the desktop at an angle as illustrated above, making sure it is inset 1-¼" from both back edges. 

Use 1-¼" pocket screws and wood glue.

12.
Time to attach the top to the base cabinets. Smear some wood glue along the top edges of  the base cabinets and lay the top on, 
adjusting until the front 2x2 skeleton is fl ush with the face of  the cabinets. First drive 2-½" pocket screws through the ends of  

2x2 skeleton and into the cabinet base. Then drive a few 1-¼" brad nails through the top and into the top of  the base cabinets.

10
Drill one pocket 
screw hole on the 
other side, centered.

12

11
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13.
Now cut the doors to fi t the opening. You want about 1/8" gap all around the door. 

You will attach the doors so that swing away from you while your are sitting at your new desk. 
Aattach the cabinet hinges to your cabinet and then the doors to the cabinet hinges. 
Use shims or pieces of  paper to set your door with an even gap all the way around.

Next drill holes for your cabinet pulls and attach.

13


